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ON TOUR WITH THE NEW HAPPY PRINTS

happy prints

With the new HAPPY PRINTS styles from LÄSSIG, everyday family life is now even more colorful and cheerful. Fashionable 
sprinkle patterns in Light olive, Caramel and Midnight blue stylishly set the scene for Mini Rolltop Backpacks, Mini Square 
Backpacks and Food Jars making them the perfect travel and everyday accessories for little fashionistas.

Mini Rolltop Backpack 

Practical and stylish – The Mini Rolltop Backpack by LÄSSIG inspires with its large main compartment and offers plenty of space 
for all important things. The adjustable and padded shoulder straps ensure a comfortable carrying, while the chest strap and the 
padded back section provide additional support. With the name tag, reflectors and the removable patch, the backpack is not only 
customizable, but also highly visible. An extra compartment in the lower part offers additional storage space, e.g. for lunch boxes. 
In addition, the Mini Rolltop Backpack is made of water-repellent polyester and is free of harmful PFC substances. The cheerful 
Happy Prints designs in Light olive, Caramel and Midnight blue give the backpack a trendy look.

Material: 100% polyester 
Dimensions: L 23 x W 11 x H 32,5 cm 
Capacity: 9-11 l 

RRP: 46,95 £

Light olive Caramel Midnight blue

They can also be customized 
with cool animal patch sets.



happy prints
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Mini Square Backpack 

The Mini Square Backpack is the newest backpack model in the LÄSSIG assortment and with its additional handles, it is a 
practical alternative to the Mini Rolltop Backpack. Whether it‘s a water bottle, lunch box, cuddly toy or a change of clothes – the 
large 6,3 liter main compartment offers enough space for everything that little adventurers need on the go. The adjustable and 
padded shoulder straps make the small backpack particularly comfortable. The chest strap provides support and stability. 
Thanks to the integrated name tag, the risk of confusion is also excluded. Since the Mini Square Backpack is made of water-
repellent polyester, it is extremely robust and takes on any adventure. At the same time, it is free of harmful PFC substances. In 
the cool Happy Prints design, the cute mini backpack harmonizes wonderfully with the new LÄSSIG collection.  

Material: 100% polyester 
Dimensions: L 23 x W 9 x H 28 cm 
Capacity: 6,3 l 

RRP: 32,95 £

Food Jar 

Warm porridge or yogurt? All your favorite foods can be transported leak-proof in the LÄSSIG Food Jar. The practical thermal 
container made of sturdy stainless steel is break-resistant, BPA-free and suitable for both hot and cold food. Thanks to the 
practical screw cap, the food always stays fresh and safely stored on the go. The Food Jar has a capacity of 350 ml and is odorless 
and tasteless. In the trendy Happy Prints design it is a stylish addition to the mini backpacks.

Material: 
Container: 100% stainless steel
Lid: stainless steel / polypropylene (PP) with silicone ring

Dimensions: Ø 9,2 x 13 cm 
Weight: 284 g 
Capacity: 350 ml

RRP: 23,95 £

Light olive Caramel Midnight blue 

Light olive Caramel Midnight blue 


